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ABSTRACT 
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211: 61-83. 
Plate tectonics and the seismic gap hypothesis provide the framework for long-term earthquake forecasting of plate 
boundary earthquakes. Unfortunately, detailed examination reveals that earthquake recurrence times and rupture length 
vary between successive earthquake cycles in the same subduction zone. Furthermore, larger coseismic slip is commonly 
associated with larger rupture length. Hence, large earthquake occurrence in subduction zones is characterized by variability 
in: (1) recurrence times, (2) rupture length, and (3) coseismic slip. These facts, plus many other observations, indicate that 
there are significant spatial variations in the “strength” of the plate interface. One simple description of these variations and 
their role in the earthquake cycle is the asperity model, where the large strong regions of the plate interface are called 
asperities, and the large earthquakes occur when the large asperities break. The asperity model of earthquake occurrence is 
able to qualitatively explain several features of large plate boundary earthquakes. To go beyond general qualitative notions. I 
pose the following scientific test: are the observed asperity distributions and a simple model of their interaction 
self-consistent with the above three observed features of large earthquake occurrence? 
The distribution of the major asperities along plate boundary segments has now been determined for several subduction 
zones. Rupture process studies of adjacent large and great earthquakes have provided reliable estimates of the along-strike 
asperity lengths and separations for several adjacent asperities in the Kurile Islands, Colombia, and Peru subduction zones. 
The simplest mechanical model for asperity interaction is to idealize two adjacent asperities as frictional sliders that are 
connected by main springs to the upper plate, by a coupling spring to each other, and maintain frictional contact with a 
conveyer belt (the lower plate) that moves with a constant velocity. An “earthquake” occurs when the net force on the 
asperity frictional slider reaches some specified level. The failure force and spring constants are determined by the observed 
asperity distribution and simple models of elastic interaction. Two different macroscopic failure criteria are used. This 
simple mechanical model displays a remarkable range of behavior from simple to complex. When the two asperities are 
identical in all their properties, sequences of identical “earthquakes” are produced. For the more realistic case of 
non-identical asperities, “earthquake” sequences show great variety. Using system variables from the observed asperity 
distributions, the “earthquake” sequences typically display: (1) variable recurrence times, (2) variable rupture length, i.e. a 
combination of single-asperity and double-asperity failures, and for one of the failure criteria (3) larger coseismic slip for 
double-asperity failures. Statistical summaries of thousands of simulated “earthquake” sequences for asperity pairs in the 
Kuriles, Colombia, and Peru subduction zones are broadly consistent with the observed features of large earthquake 
occurrence in these subduction zones. 
The main conclusion is that the asperity model provides a self-consistent explanation for: fault zone heterogeneity, the 
rupture process, and recurrence times and rupture mode of large earthquake sequences cia a simple model for adjacent 
asperity interaction. In addition, a conclusion independent of any particular model for fault zone heterogeneity is that 
simple deterministic models of fault zone interaction can explain complex patterns of large earthquake occurrence in 
subduction zones. 
1. Introduction 
Correspondence to: L.J. Ruff, Department of Geological Sci- 
ences, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1063, 
USA. 
Plate tectonics provides the kinematic frame- 
work to explain why large earthquakes occur re- 
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peatedly along plate boundaries. Soon after the 
advent of plate tectonics, several workers devel- 
oped the seismic gap hypothesis (see, e.g., Fedo- 
tov, 1965; Mogi, 1968; Kelleher et al., 1973; Mc- 
Cann et al., 1979). The seismic gap hypothesis 
uses the previous history of earthquake occur- 
rence along a plate boundary to make long-term 
forecasts of future earthquake occurrence. Un- 
fortunately, detailed studies reveal that recur- 
rence intervals between successive large earth- 
quakes in the same subduction zone segment can 
vary by decades (see Rikitake, 1976; Sykes and 
Quittmeyer, 1981; Nishenko and Buland. 1987). 
In addition, the rupture length of successive large 
earthquakes in a subduction zone can vary by a 
hundred kilometers or more (Rikitake, 1976; 
Kanamori and McNally, 1982). While the seismic 
gap hypothesis has provided several successful 
long-term forecasts of earthquakes, we are still 
searching for a complete physical description of 
earthquake occurrence. Many investigators are 
using a variety of approaches to further under- 
stand the where, why, and when of large plate 
boundary earthquake occurrence. The approach 
presented in this paper can be viewed as an 
observational approach to directly determine 
those features of the earthquake rupture process 
that can be resolved from analysis of the seismic 
waves. Thus, the emphasis is to study large earth- 
quakes and some of their characteristics, and 
then to use the simplest possible model to explain 
these observed characteristics. 
explained as a consequence ot asperity intcrac,- 
tion. Adjacent asperities can inlcract strong& or 
weakly to product either complicated sequencc3 
of earthquakes or uniform isolated carthquakch. 
respectively. It is now time to 1~41 4omc of thcsc 
notions in a more quantitative l‘a5hion. Advanccb 
in waveform stuclics of large carthquakc> no\+ 
make it possible to identify subrcgiom of highcl 
slip within the fault arca---lhcsc subregions arc 
asperities. Furthcrmorc. studies ot adjacent grc;it 
earthquakes along several subductIon Loncs alloy 
us to make maps of the uspcrit) distribution. In 
this paper, I will use the simplc>t possible model 
of asperity interaction to lest whether observed 
asperity distributions arc consistent with several 
observed features of large c;u-thyuakc occur- 
rence. 
2. Some observed features of large earthquake 
occurrence 
The complexity of earthquake occurrence im- 
plies that the seismogenic plate interface must 
have spatial heterogeneities. The simplest me- 
chanical property of the plate interface is the 
failure strength, and the simplest model for its 
variation is a binary classification of the seismo- 
genie interface: strong and weak. The strong 
sub-regions can be called either barriers or asper- 
ities; in this paper I shall call them asperities. 
The asperity model then states that the largest 
earthquakes along the plate interface occur when 
the largest asperities fail. This asperity model is a 
very simple idea that has enough flexibility to 
explain some qualitative aspects of large earth- 
quake occurrence. For example, the variable rup- 
ture length of large earthquakes is qualitatively 
Although we still do not understand the undcr- 
lying physical mechanisms that determine the 
seismogenic potential of the plate interface, wti 
observe that many subduction zones arc charac- 
terized by tbe occurrence of great underthrusting 
earthquakes. Indeed, most of the largest carth- 
quakes of the twentieth century arc underthruht- 
ing events in subduction zones (XX rcvicu I>! 
Kanamori, 1986). Large earthquakes do not occur 
uniformly throughout the world’s subduction 
zones. Most of the large earthquakes (i.c. magni- 
tude greater than 8) occur in the subduction 
zones in South America, Mexico. and northwesr- 
ern Pacific Ocean (Japan to Ala.ska). These suh- 
duction zones arc referred to ;I> “strongly CCXI. 
pled” (Uyeda and Kanamori. 1Y7Y; Ruff and 
Kanamori, 1983). Within these subduction zones. 
the size of the characteristic largest earthquakes 
range in moment magnitude (Mw. Kanamori. 
1978) from 8.1 (Mexico) to Y.5 (Southern Chile). 
In the case of great subduction Lone earthquakes. 
larger earthquakes are typically associated with ;t 
larger fault length parallel to fault strike (see 
summary in Ruff. 1989). In addition. the depth 
extent of the scismogenic zone ib nearly constant 
for most of the strongly coupled subduction zones 
(e.g. Tichelaar and Ruff. lY91). These observa- 
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tions imply that great earthquakes rupture the 
full width (depth range) of the seismogenic zone; 
the along-strike rupture length and average slip 
are the key determinants of overall seismic mo- 
ment. In short, greater earthquakes result from 
greater along-strike rupture length. Therefore, 
much of the effort in characterizing great earth- 
quake occurrence has been focussed on the two 
parameters: (i> along-strike rupture length, and 
(ii) recurrence time between great earthquakes. 
Aftershock areas can be used to estimate rupture 
length for most twentieth century great earth- 
quakes. The along-strike rupture length can be 
estimated for older earthquakes by examination 
of intensity maps. The recurrence of great earth- 
quakes over time spans of a few hundred years 
has been established in several subduction zones 
through the study of historical documents. Per- 
haps the best example of well-documented great 
earthquake occurrence over several hundred years 
is for the Nankai subduction zone along the coast 
of southern Honshu, Japan (e.g. Utsu, 1974; 
Ando, 1975; Ishibashi, 1981); several investigators 
found that the Nankai subduction zone could be 
divided into four or five seismic segments. Two 
important facts emerge from studies of earth- 
quake occurrence along the Nankai and other 
subduction zones: (1) the recurrence time for any 
one seismic segment is variable, and (2) the rup- 
ture lengths of large earthquakes is variable, i.e. 
adjacent seismic segments will sometimes rupture 
as individual earthquakes, other times a larger 
“multiple-event” earthquake will rupture two or 
more adjacent segments. Much research effort is 
spent trying to understand the cause of observa- 
tions (1) and (2). 
Another observation about large earthquake 
occurrence is based on the seismic moments of 
earthquakes. Kanamori and McNally (1982) stud- 
ied the two earthquakes sequences that ruptured 
the Colombia-Ecuador subduction zone. The en- 
tire 500 km subduction zone was ruptured by a 
great earthquake in 1906 (Kelleher, 1972). This 
subduction zone then reruptured in a sequence of 
three earthquakes that occurred in 1942, 1958, 
and 1979. Kanamori and McNally (1982) esti- 
mated the seismic moments of all earthquakes 
and found that the sum of seismic moments of 
the 1942, 1958, and 1979 events is less than about 
l/2 the seismic moment of the 1906 earthquake. 
Since the total rupture length is the same for 
both sequences, then the seismic slip must vary in 
successive earthquake cycles if we assume that 
rupture width is constant. One implication of 
variable slip is that stress-drop may vary from one 
earthquake cycle to the next. Alternatively, one 
can allow both seismic slip and fault width to vary 
in such a fashion that stress-drop remains con- 
stant, as suggested by Kanamori and McNally 
(1982). While one empirical fact about plate 
boundary earthquakes is that stress-drop is ap- 
proximately “constant” (Kanamori and Ander- 
son, 1975), there is appreciable scatter in this 
“constant”. The stress-drop of large subduction 
earthquakes can easily vary by a factor of two, 
possibly as much as a factor of ten (see, e.g., 
Kanamori and Anderson, 1975; Sykes and 
Quittmeyer, 1981). To summarize the above para- 
graph, a third observed feature of large earth- 
quake occurrence is that seismic slip can also vary 
between successive earthquakes in a subduction 
zone segment-stress-drop may or may not vary 
in accordance with slip variations. 
Figure 1 depicts the three basic observed fea- 
tures of large earthquake occurrence. The ques- 
tion that we will pursue is: can observed asperity 
distributions explain these three basic features of 
earthquake occurrence? But first, I shall briefly 
discuss a different approach to characterize com- 
plications in earthquake occurrence. 
2.1. Time /slip predictable model 
The time-predictable and slip-predictable 
models (Shimazaki and Nakata, 1980) were de- 
vised to provide a deterministic explanation for 
observation #1 of Figure 1. These two models are 
the end-member cases of a scheme to relate 
variations in recurrence times to variations in 
seismic slip (i.e., observation #3 of Fig. 1). The 
model makes no provision for observation #2 
since each subduction zone is considered in isola- 
tion from its neighbors. Figure 2a shows how a 
hypothetical “uniform” seismic segment might 
rupture through time: the earthquake occurs when 
a constant failure stress is achieved, and the 
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stress-drop is constant so that the final stress is 
uniform. With a constant stress accumulation rate? 
the “ideal” earthquake behavior would be a se- 
quence of identical earthquakes with a constant 
recurrence time. However, earthquakes do not 
behave this way. Figure 2 (b, c) shows a hypothet- 
ical sequence of three earthquakes; the two re- 
currence times are different. The time/slip-pre- 
dictable model offers two end-member explana- 
tions for variable recurrence time: (i) the failure 
stress is always the same, but the final stress can 
be different (due to unknown factors), (ii) the 
failure stress can vary, but the final stress is 
always the same. While either end-member model 
can explain any sequence of recurrence times, it 
is possible to test which end-member model is 
preferred if we also know the stress-drop associ- 
ated with each earthquake. Due to several techni- 








Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of three observed features of 
large earthquake occurrence in subduction zones. Two adja- 
cent fault segments are considered. A hypothetical sequence 
of three earthquake cycles is shown; the bold lines indicate 
the time of occurrence and which fault segment ruptured. A 
double event ruptures both fault segments. As depicted, fea- 
ture #1 is the fact that recurrence time varies between 
earthquakes in the same fault segment. The fact that rupture 
mode can change from single events to a double event is 
feature #2. The lower diagram shows coseismic slip of the 
three events for fault segment A. Feature #3 is the observa- 
tion that coseismic slip can vary for double event and single 
event cycles. 
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earthquakes. it is probably more reliable to mcas- 
UJC seismic slip, with the assumption that the 
seismic slip in any one segment IS proportional to 
the stress-drop of that segment. Unfortunately. it 
is difficult to obtain slip cstimatcs for older earth- 
quakes. Scvcral workers have tricti to analyze 
scqucnccs of carthquakcs and 4ip cstimatcs IO 
decide whether the slip-predictahlc or tmlc-pre- 
dictablc casts arc prcfcrrcd hut my study i\ 
hindered by the fact that WC lack cxamplcs ot 
sequences of at least three large earthquakes with 
known seismic slip. Perhaps the best cast is the 
scquencc of three earthquakes that occurred in a 
segment of the Nankai trough region. Shimazaki 
and Nakata (1980) used measurements of coast- 
line uplift as a proxy for the displacomcnts on the 
fault plant and found a slight prcfcrcncc for the 
time-prcdictahlc modci. Overall. thcrc is not 
enough statistical cvidencr to globally prcfcr CI- 
ther end-member model: earthquake sequences 
arc too irregular (set Sykes and Ouittmeycr. 1981; 
Nishenko. 1985). In a later section. we will see 
that a simple model of asperity interaction can 
explain irregular earthquake sequcnccs. 
At this point. one can tither follow a statistical 
approach to the scatter in trccurrcncc times. or 
probe the plate interface propcrtics to foiloa ;I 
deterministic approach. l‘hc asperity model of- 
t’crs a physical hasis for iI deterministic cxplana- 
tion of the scatter in carthquakc rccurrencc time>. 
3. Asperity model, rupture process, and asperity 
distributions 
Mechanical properties within the seismogenic 
portion of plate interfaces ilrc ipatially hcteroge- 
ncous. While many theoretical models of tault 
zone behavior assume that the mechanical prop- 
erties and behavior of the fault zone art: uniform. 
there is ample evidence that fault zones are highl) 
non-uniform. Observations that can be quoted as 
evidence for spatial heterogeneity include: the 
occurrence of different size eilrthquakes within 
the same fault segment; foreshocks and aftcr- 
shocks; earthquake clusters within a fault seg- 
ment; changes in fault geometry during rupture: 
spatially varying coseismic displacements as ob- 
served by fault offsets or geodetic measurements: 
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and irregular rupture processes as observed by 
analysis of seismic waves. To understand the 
broad scope of earthquake occurrence, we must 
allow spatial heterogeneity in fault zone proper- 
ties. 
What is the best characterization of spatial 
heterogeneity? It is useful to first distinguish be- 
tween “geometric heterogeneity” and hetero- 
geneity within a continuous planar fault segment. 
Major changes in the along-strike plate boundary 
geometry are “geometric heterogeneities”. For 
example, the cusp in the Japan trench between 
Honshu and Hokkaido is a major geometric het- 
erogeneity that serves to segment the major 
earthquake rupture zones. Another example 
would be the northeastern truncation of the 1964 
Great Alaskan earthquake rupture zone where 
the North America-Pacific plate boundary is 
changing from underthrusting to strike-slip mo- 
tion. These major geometric boundaries are easily 
recognizable and provide the basic global seg- 
mentation of plate boundaries. At a finer scale, 
geometric offsets correlated with features in ei- 
ther the subducting or overriding plates may di- 
vide the pIate interface into segments of a hun- 
dred kiIometers or more in length. 
Seismic segments of the plate interface are 
defined by the rupture zones of great earth- 
quakes. One famous example of dividing a sub- 
duction zone into seismic segments is the Nankai 
subduction zone off southern Honshu CUtsu, 1974; 
Ando, 1975; lshibashi, 1981). Global surveys have 
defined the major seismic segmentation of the 
world’s coupled subduction zones (Rikitake, 1976; 
McCann et al., 1979). Given the lack of evidence 
to prove otherwise, it is commonly assumed that 
the plate interface is approximately planar within 
the seismic segments. Even so, there must be 
spatial heterogeneity within these seismic seg- 
ments as evidenced by the seismicity and irregu- 
lar rupture processes. Thus, we must introduce 
spatial heterogeneity into the mechanical behav- 
ior of a planar plate interface. Since we do not 
yet know the detailed physical laws that govern 
fault slip (see many other papers in this special 
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Fig. 2. Idealized earthquake sequences for a fault segment. Upper diagrams show stress as a function of time. occurrence of 
earthquakes is denoted by stars. The lower diagrams show the corresponding cumulative coseismic displacement. It is assumed that 
stress increases at a steady rate for all three models. For the uniform model (a), both the failure and final stress levels are constant 
(dashed lines). This model produces a sequence of identical earthquakes with constant recurrence times. The time-predictable (b) 
and slip-predictable Cc) models both produce the same earthquake sequences in terms of recurrence times. The time-predictable 
model states that the failure stress is constant, but the final stress varies. The slip-predictable model states that the final stress is 
constant. but the failure stress varies. 
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simplest possible description of fault zone prop- 
erty. Perhaps the simplest characterization is the 
failure stress of the fault zone. The shear stress 
across any portion of the fault zone must increase 
to the level of the failure stress before slip can 
occur. The level of local shear stress then dc- 
creases due to slip. While it is likely that the 
failure stress is distributed over a range of values, 
the simplest characterization is to use a binary 
classification of failure stress: strong and weak. In 
this fashion, the fault zone segment can be di- 
vided into strong regions and weak regions. The 
strong regions can be referred to as either harri- 
ers (Das and Aki, 1977; Aki, 1979) or asperities 
(Kanamori, 1981). The distinction between the 
barrier or asperity model comes from the role 
that the strong regions play through the earth- 
quake cycle. 




distance ---- I 
It is important to state that failure stress is ;f 
macroscopic property that may represent several 
different disparate phenomena. While failure 
stress is idealized to be a frictional property of a 
planar fault interface, this property might bc 
largely determined by small-scale geometric irreg- 
ularities. Since we can only identify “strong” rc- 
gions on the basis of seismic slip averaged over 
ten kilometers or more, there could be several 
smaller-scale mechanisms contributing to this 
spatially integrated macroscopic property ol 
“strong”. 
The simple fault zone characterization of 
strong or weak does not specify whether slip 
occurs as an earthquake or as creep, nor whether 
stress-drop is complete or partial. Furthermore. 
the complete space-time history of slip depends 
on the spatial variations in failure stress in addi- 
tion to how the tectonic shear stress is applied. 
Thus, while many seismologists might agree to 
the division of the fault zone into strong and 
weak regions, there are still many possibilities for 
fault zone behavior. The asperity model and the 
role of strong regions in the earthquake cycle has 
been previously described (e.g. Kanamori, 1981: 
Lay et al., 1982; Ruff, 1983, 1989), and is again 
presented in Figure 3. The key idea is that the 
largest earthquakes along a plate boundary seg- 
ment occur when the largest strong regions 
(asperities) fail. Within the context of this model, 
the asperities can be t’ounti il’ we arc able ttr 
dctcrmine the along-strike variation in seismic 
slip of the large earthquakes. 
Asperities arc region5 art largti. seismic slip 
during great earthquakes. While it is likely that 
asperities come in a wide variety of sizes. it is the 
largest asperities that mostly influence great 
earthquake occurrence. The best way to locate 
asperities is to determine the variations in cnscis- 
mic slip from a great earthquake that ruptures 
the plate boundary. There arc two methods to 
determine coseismic slip within a rupture zone: 
(1) geodetic studies, and (2) analysis of the waves 
radiated by the earthquake. Both methods arc 
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important, but unfortunately it is quite rare to 
have sufficient geodetic information to resolve 
any along-strike variations in slip for a subduction 
zone earthquake. Therefore, a systematic global 
study of subduction zone earthquakes must rely 
upon wave analysis. These studies are commonly 
referred to as “rupture process studies”. 
Rupture process studies follow from the ad- 
vent of seismic source theory, rupture models, 
and the computational capability to construct 
synthetic seismograms and solve the inverse prob- 
lem (see development in, e.g., Aki and Richards, 
1980). While there were several pioneering stud- 
ies in the 1970’s, the systematic inversion of seis- 
mic waves for the rupture process of large sub- 
duction earthquakes occurred through the 1980’s. 
Two independent research groups have studied 
the spatial-temporal distribution of moment re- 
lease of great subduction zone earthquakes that 
occurred from 1963 to present. Summaries of 
these studies can be found in Kikuchi and Fukao 
(1987), and Beck and Ruff (1989). These rupture 
studies exploit the subtle time shifts in the mo- 
ment release time function as seen by P waves at 
various azimuths to locate regions of higher mo- 
ment release within the fault area (see above 
references for details). For the purpose of com- 
prehensive global-scale rupture studies, the most 
reliable and highest resolution rupture studies 
are primarily based on long-period P waves. In 
special circumstances, other wave types offer 
some advantages. Particularly important for fu- 
ture studies of subduction earthquakes of all ages 
is the systematic use of tsunami waves to locate 
regions of higher moment release (Satake and 
Kanamori, 1991). Large earthquakes that have 
occurred since 1985 have received several inde- 
pendent rupture process studies using a variety of 
techniques including near-field waves; a review of 
all this work is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Since our focus here is on asperity interaction, we 
need to know the size and separation of adjacent 
asperities along subduction zones. This informa- 
tion is summarized in Beck and Ruff (1989) for 
the Kuriles, Colombia, and Peru subduction zones 
(Fig. 4). These asperity distributions can be re- 
lated to several aspects of the large earthquakes 
and associated seismicity (see discussions in 
Schwartz and Ruff, 1987; Thatcher, 19901, but 
our main interest here is on sequences of large 
earthquakes in these subduction zones. Both the 
Peru and Colombia-Ecuador subduction zones 
have experienced a mixture of rupture modes, i.e. 
multiple events followed by a sequence of single 
events. Also, the Kurile Islands subduction zone 
displays a combination of single and multiple 
event ruptures in the most recent earthquake 
cycle. Of course, recurrence times vary for all of 
these subduction zone segments. Therefore, the 
three subduction zones for which we have asper- 
ity distributions display variability in (1) recur- 
rence times, (2) rupture mode, and (3) seismic 
slip, between successive earthquake cycles. 
The rupture zones of large subduction earth- 
quakes are elongated along the strike of the zone. 
The rupture length of great earthquakes seems to 
be more variable than the rupture width (see 
Sykes and Quittmeyer, 1981; Ruff, 1989). For this 
reason, plus the fact that our techniques for rup- 
ture process studies can better resolve asperity 
length than width, we will characterize asperity 
distributions by the along-strike lengths and sepa- 
rations of adjacent asperities. Asperity lengths 
and separations for the Kuriles, Peru, and 
Colombia-Ecuador subduction zones are summa- 
rized in Table 1. The interaction of any two 
adjacent asperities will depend on the ratio of 
average asperity length to separation (Z/L in 
Table 11. As noted by Beck and Ruff (19871, the 
three asperities in the rupture zone of the great 
1963 Kurile Islands earthquake (presumably a 
triggered multiple event earthquake) are closer 
together than the asperities in the southern 
Kuriles and Hokkaido regions, where isolated 
single-asperity ruptures occurred. This observa- 
tion suggests that some features of large earth- 
quake occurrence might be controlled by the ba- 
sic geometric aspect of asperity distributions: ra- 
tio of asperity length to asperity separation. The 
next section will test this hypothesis. 
4. Asperity interaction modeled by coupled fric- 
tional sliders 
The slip and stress history of a fault segment 
will affect the stress state of neighboring seg- 
i 
I I 1 I I I I I I i j 
144O 146’ 146’ ISY 152’E 
82”W 81” 80’ 79” ,8c 7, 
800 w 78O 74O 
ments. Interaction between fault segments is con- 
veyed by the elastic behavior of the surrounding 
material. In detail, the geometry of the applied 
stresses, creep propertics of the dccpcr portion 
of the plate interface. and asthenosphcrc vis- 
coelastic behavior all affect the stress state of the 
fault segments (see e.g., Savage. IYX3: Thatchct 
and Rundle, 1984: Matsu’ura and Sate. 19X0). ‘1’0 
gain insight as to the role of mechanical strength 
variations along the plate intcrlacc in affecting 
earthquake occurrence. WC must simply charac- 
terize the elastic interactions and idealize all other 
effects. One explicit characterization of the clas- 
tic interactions between fault segments is the 
work of Rundle and Kanamori c 1087). but their 
formulation is quite complicated. Perhaps the 
simplest characterization is to replace the threc- 
dimensional continuum problem with a discrctc 
element system that consists of fractional sliders 
connected by springs (Fig. 5). The frictional slid- 
ers are connected by main springs to the upper 
plate, and rest on the subducting lower plate. 
which acts as a frictional conveyer belt. The slid- 
ers are connected to each other by a spring that 
represents the along-strike elastic coupling IX- 
tween asperities in adjacent subduction zone seg- 
ments. Elasticity of the lower plate is ignored. I’o 
simulate an entire subduction zone. we should 
connect several frictional sliders. However. at this 
point we want to first understand the behavior 01 
the simplest interaction: two adjacent asperities. 
The interface mechanical propertics are ideal- 
ized to be weak and strong to the extreme that all 
coupling between the upper and lower plates 
takes place through the asperities. Thus the fric- 
tional sliders have the arca of the asperities and 
._. ..-.-.._.. 
Fig. 3. Great earthquake rupture IOWS and xspcritlcx 
(hachured regions) for three ~uhductwn AUK’\. Kur~lc Isl,~nd~ 
subduction zone is shown at top: this ztmc was ruptured Iv 
great earthquakes that occurred from 19% to IY73 (sac Heck 
and Ruff, 1987; Schwartz and Ruff. lYX7). Middle plot shww 
the Colombia-Ecuador subduction Lone’ and asperities that 
were found for the most rccrnt sequence of three large 
earthquakes from 1942 to 1979. Peru subduction zone (Iwvcr 
plot) was ruptured by three large earthquakes in 1940, IYhh. 
and 1974 (see Reck and Ruff. IY89. for wmmat-y C~nJ dwuq- 
5ion) 
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the influence of the weak portion of the interface 
is ignored. The dynamic aspects of the loading 
are ignored, we instead prescribe a steady rate of 
plate motion as the main springs are compressed 
by the frictional sliders stuck to the lower plate. 
Properties of this discrete element system that 
must be specified are the spring constants of the 
two main springs and the coupling spring, and the 
failure criteria for the two frictional sliders. 
While “slip event” or “asperity failure” might 
be the best terms to describe earthquakes in the 
simple mechanical system, I shall frequently use 
“earthquake”. Recall that the only real earth- 
quakes in this paper are those shown in Figure 4. 
4.1. Variables of the discrete element system 
The three-dimensional elastic interactions are 
replaced with three springs acting on two fric- 
tional sliders. Two main springs represent the 
elastic compression of the upper plate as plate 
motions proceed, while the force due to the cou- 
pling spring depends on the offset in asperity 
positions. The net spring force acting on a fric- 
tional slider is the sum of the forces from the 
main and coupling springs. Let us keep track of 
asperity positions with X, and X, for asperities 
#l and #2, respectively (Fig. 5). Define X, = 0 
when the main spring #1 exerts no force, and 
similarly for X,. The net force acting on asperity 
#1 is: fL = -K,X, -k(X, - X,), where K, and 
k are the main and coupling spring constants, 
and negative force points opposite to positive 
motions. For asperity #2, the net force is: fz = 
-J&X, +k(X, -X,). Note that for a given as- 
perity offset, the coupling spring will act to in- 
crease the force on one asperity, and decrease 
the force on the other. Both X, and X, increase 
TABLE 1 
Observed asperity distributions and discrete element system parameters for the gaps between adjacent asperities, calculated for the 
rigid cube and rigid block models 
Asperity I.D. u, L B/L Rigid cube Modified Rigid block 
(km) (km) 
Fz/F, K,/K, K 
coupling k 
Fz/F, K,/K, K 
K63 c 60 
K63 b 30 50 1.83 I .44 I .20 0.40 1.21 1.20 I 0.33 
K63 a 60 55 1.0 0.69 0.83 0.18 0.54 0.83 I 0.18 
K58 70 60 1.08 0.73 0.86 0.20 0.60 0.86 I 0.17 
K69 40 75 0.73 3.06 1.75 0.20 0.43 I .75 1 II.13 
K73 70 95 0.58 0.33 0.57 0.09 0.23 0.57 I 0.11 
c79 60 
C58 30 105 0.43 4.00 2.0 0.13 0.20 2.00 I 0.10 
C42 40 105 0.33 0.56 0.75 0.06 0.09 0.75 I 0.10 
P66 50 
P40 40 80 0.56 1.56 1.25 0.13 0.27 1.25 1 0.13 
P74 a 50 30 1.50 0.64 0.80 0.27 0.88 0.80 1 0.33 
P74 b 40 40 1.13 1.56 I .25 0.25 0.69 1.25 1 0.25 
Asperity I.D.: K63 a, b, and C, three asperities of the 1963 Kurile Islands earthquake; K58, K69, and K73, asperities for the 1958, 
1969, and 1973 Kurile Islands earthquakes (Schwartz and Ruff, 1987); C79, C58, and C42, asperities for the 1979, 1958, and 1942 
Colombia-Ecuador earthquakes (Beck and Ruff, 1989); P66, P40, P74 a and b, primary asperities for the 1966 and 1940 Peru 
earthquakes, and the two asperities of the 1974 Peru earthquake (Beck and Ruff, 1989). 
a = along-strike asperity length in kilometers. 
L = along-strike asperity separation in kilometers. 
a/L. = ratio of average asperity length to separation. 
System parameters (see text) are calculated for two models, rigid cube and rigid block with W= 50 km. Also, the modified coupling 
parameter is calculated for the rigid cube model. 
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with time due to plate velocity R. Define the 
frictional failure force for asperities #1 and #2 
as F, and F2. When f, obtains a value of -F,, 
then the asperity “fails” as a slip event occurs 
and X, decreases. The details of failure criteria 
are discussed in a following section. 
It will be convenient to measure asperity posi- 
tions by non-dimensional values of X, and X,. 
The maximum value of asperity position, X,,,,,, is 
the greater of F,/K, or F2/K2. Hence, the nor- 
malized asperity positions are X, = X,/Xmax and 
X, =X,/X,,,, and they range between 0 and 1 
(lower part of Fig. 5). The above equations for f, 
and f2 show a linear dependence between X, 
i 
and X, for a constant j’? (i = 1 or 2). Zincs in the 
(X,,X,) plot of Figure 5 are for two important 
values of fi: F, and zero. Time can be measured 
in units of the maximum time to wait for a slip 
event: T,,, = X,,,/R. Thus all normalized recur- 
rence times will range between 0 and 1. The 
physical parameters of the discrete element sys- 
tem can also be nondimensionalized. System he- 
havior is described by the three ratios: F,/F,, 
K,/K,, and the coupling parameter K = k/K,. 
We now need to connect the observed asperity 
distributions to these ratios. 
4.2. Spring constants 
The spring constants depend on the basic 
equation of elasticity and the geometry of the 
asperity distribution, as shown in Figure h. A 
simplified scalar form of elastic interactions is: 
v = CC, where cJ is the stress, E is the strain, and 
C is an elastic constant. In the discrete clement 
system, elastic interactions ,ue modeled by 
Hooke’s Law: F = -KX, where X is the dis- 
placement from equilibrium, K is the spring con- 
stant, and F is the force. Now, note that c can 
be written as (r = -F/A, where F is the force 
and A is the cross-sectional area, and that E can 
_______ _.__ _,___-___- 
Fig. 5. Subduction zone asperities and coupled frictional shd- 
ers. Upper diagram depicts two adjacent asperities along the 
plate interface in a subduction zone. In the idealized model, 
all seismic coupling between the lower and upper ptates takes 
place at the asperities. Interaction between asperities ismoci- 
eled by the simple discrete element system (middle diagram) 
of two frictional sliders (the asperities. hachurcd) connected 
by springs (K 1 to the upper plate, connected to each other by 
a coupling spring (k), and in frictional contact with the lowet 
plate. Failure force of the frictional contact is F, plate tee- 
tonic velocity is K. System status is given hy asperity positions 
X, and X2. Asperity offset (X, X,1 remains constanl ~LS 
plate motions proceed and the main springs are compressed. 
Eventually, the force on one of the~asperities reaches I‘, and 
it slips. The other asperity may be triggered and also shp. The 
lower diagram plots X2 versus X,, both normalized to X,,, 
System status can be followed as a function of time in this 
diagram. For a given asperity offset, plate motions produce 1 
path that parallels the main diagonal. Faifure force P is 
achieved when a path reaches a failure surface (solid lines). 
Zero-force lines (dashed) are also shown. This diagram is 
constructed for identical asperities and k = K. 
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be written as E =X/d, where X is the displace- 
ment across the characteristic distance, d. With 
the above substitutions, the basic stress-strain 
relationship becomes: 
F= -(CA/d)X= -KX 
Thus the spring constant is: K = CA/d. There 
are still some choices that must be made to 
further specify K. Use of the simplified scalar 
elastic equation implies that we have idealized 
the elastic interactions as a homogeneous strain 
along an elastic bar of some dimension and 
cross-sectional area (Fig. 6). It is necessary to 
provide some geometric information in addition 
to asperity lengths and separations. The asperity 
is replaced by a rigid rectilinear block. Spring 
force is applied to two sides of the block: one side 
faces the adjacent asperity, while the other side 
faces the overlying plate. The sum of the forces 
on these two faces is balanced by the frictional 
force acting on the bottom side of the block. To 
fully describe each asperity block, we must spec- 
ify the width (W) and height (h) of the block in 
addition to its along-strike length (a). For the 
moment, we let each block have different values 
for a, W, and h. We can now write down the 
dependence of the coupling and main spring con- 
stants on block dimensions. 
Coupling spring constant. The basic stress- 
strain relationship for simple elastic shear is: u = 
p(X, -X,1/21!+ where Al. is the shear modulus, 
(X, -X,1 is the asperity offset, and L is the 
asperity separation. To have a single value of k, 
we utilize an elastic coupling bar with a constant 
cross-sectional area that is the average of (W,h,) 
and (W,h,). Hence, the coupling spring constant 
is: k = pCL(W,h, + W,h,)/(4L). 
Main spring constant. The basic stress-strain 
relationship for compression of an elastic bar is: 
a, = EXJd, = (5/2)11.X,/d;, where the subscript i 
is either 1 or 2 for the two asperities, di is elastic 
bar length, E is Young’s modulus which equals 
(5/2)~ for a Poisson’s ratio of l/4. Since the 
area of the block face is aih,, we can write the 
main spring constants as: K, = (5/2)p.a,h,/di. 
Unlike the situation for the coupling spring, it is 
not immediately obvious what is the best choice 
for the characteristic distance d,. One might ar- 
gue for several different dependencies on various 
combinations of system scale lengths, or possibly 
for a constant value based on some other dimen- 
sion of subduction zones. Fortunately, it is possi- 
ble to make a reasonable and simple choice for dj 
guided by solutions to the classic elastic problem 
of half-space surface displacement due to a nor- 
mal stress imposed over a rectangular area. This 
problem was solved by Love and is presented and 
discussed in Johnson (1985). For a pressure u 
acting over a square region (i.e. h, = a,), the 
area-averaged displacement of the surface, X, 
can be related to v as: u = cX/d. Examination of 
the solution reveals that the best choice for d is 
ai, and with a Poisson’s ratio of l/4, the numeri- 
cal constant c is within 20% of (5/2)~. There- 
fore, one reasonable choice is to simply let hi = d; 
= a,; and the spring constants would be: K, = 
(5/2)r*.a,. 
“RIgId Cube’ Model 
F2 




- = (a2/a,) 
Ki 
k -= 
(I +a2/a,12 3 
Kl 20 L I 
‘RIgId Block Model 
F2 






Kl 5 I 
Fig. 6. Asperity geometry, spring constants, and system variables. Each frictional slider is a rigid block with length, width, and 
height of a, W, and h. Interaction of adjacent asperities is modeled by strains of elastic bars with various cross-sections and lengths. 
Formulas can relate elastic parameters and system geometry to spring constants (see text). System behavior depends on three 
non-dimensional ratios: F2/FIr K/K,, and k/K,. Specific formulas for the system ratios are given for two assumed geometries. 
See Table 1 for calculated values. 
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4.3. System parameters: F,/F,, X,/K,, and k 
System behavior is governed not by individual 
values of the spring constants and failure farces, 
but by the ratios of F2/F,, KJK,, and k = k/K,. 
We shall use the above relationships and differ- 
ent block geometries to obtain values for these 
ratios for the asperity pairs in Table 1. 
One could assume that failure stress varies 
between asperities, but we have no direct confir- 
mation of this statement. Thus, we shall let the 
failure stress be the same for all asperities. With 
at the failure stress, the failure force Fj is de- 
fined as: {Fi = ~~(aiWi~, and then FJF, = 
(a,W,)/(a,W,l. Th e most general form of the 
ratio of main spring constants is: K,/K, = 
a2h,d,/(a,h,d2). While the F2/FI and K,/K, 
ratios measure the asymmetry of the two asperi- 
ties, the k/K, ratio measures the coupling be- 
tween the asperities. For the most generai form 
of k and K,, this ratio is: 
k,K 
i 
= U/If-V~~,(Kh, + I%&)1 
t a,h,L) 
If we use the “square-face” specification of dj = 
hi = a;, then the main spring ratio reduces to 
K,/K, = a,/a,, and the coupling parameter he- 
comes: 
At this point, it is now necessary to further spec- 
ify the dimensions of the asperity blocks. We 
shall calculate the system ratios for two different 
models: the “rigid cube”, and the “rigid block” 
with constant width and height. 
Rigid cube. If we do not wish to introduce any 
length scales other than a, and L, then we as- 
sume that the blocks are cubes, i.e. wi = h, = 61,. 
The formulas for the ratios of system variables 
are shown in Figure 6. Application of these for- 
mulas to the observed asperity distributions are 
listed in Table 1. The value of the coupling pa- 
rameter, k = k/K,, ranges from a low of 0.06 in 
the southern Colombia subduction zone to a high 
of 0.40 in the northern Kuriles subduction zone. 
Note that all asperity pairs show some asymme- 
try; that is, the KJK, and 1;‘?jt;, ratios differ 
from 1. 
Rigid blocks with constant height and ~~dtb~ For 
this case, specify W, = W, - W aud 12, = ir, = k. 
The resultant formulas for the system ratios are 
shown in Figure 6. Note that h disappears frctm 
the ratios, but W plays a prominent role in the 
coupling parameter. The calculated values in 
Table 1 are for an asperity width of- 50 km. While 
the width of the plate interface ruptured~by Iargc 
subduction zone earthquakes is typically on the 
order of 100 km, there is some evidence that the 
asperities occupy only the deeper half of the 
seismogenic width (see Schwartz and Ruff. lY87j. 
WhiIe K/K, is I for al1 asperity pairs, F’,/F, 
causes asymmetry. 
tiopl and system parameters 
The above two model geometries do not em- 
haust the possibilities for system ratios, as will be 
illustrated in this short section. First of all. it is 
possible to increase the characteristic lengths of 
elastic interactions by allowing the asperity blocks 
to deform. The coupling parameter can either 
increase or decrease dependent upon the aspect 
ratio of asperity width to length. We shall not 
pursue this modification any further; rather WC 
will consider a modified model that imparts a 
systematic shift to the coupiing parameter. 
The conceptual model for the -main spring 
constants is two independent elastic bars (Fig. 6% 
Perhaps a more complete elastic model .might 
have the two rigid asperityblocks pushing on the 
surface of an elastic half-space. The solution ritr a 
single square region pushing on ;t half-space has 
already been used to justify the choice for the 
elastic bar length for the main spring. If WC 
examine this solution further. WC see that the 
deflection of the surface returns back to zero 
over some distance outside of the square region. 
The characteristic length of this deflection is re- 
lated to the asperity length. Thus. the disptace- 
ment of one asperity tends to atso displace the 
other asperity in the same direction, even without 
the direct coupling bar. This a&on serves as an 
additiona coupling between asperities. If our 
model for elastic interaction were based on the 
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more complex system of blocks pushing on a 
half-space plus the direct coupling bar between 
the blocks, then the effective coupling would be 
stronger than the model of two independent elas- 
tic bars for the main springs. To provide a crude 
estimate of this effect, I have made several sim- 
plifying assumptions, including: approximate the 
functional dependence of surface deflection with 
a decaying exponential with asperity length as the 
scale length; and use an average asperity length 
for the two adjacent asperities. To then solve for 
the net force acting on asperity #l, the following 
expression can be obtained: 
f, = -K,(l -b)X, - (k+zC,b)(X, -X,) 
where k and K, are the spring constants as 
previously described, and b is the non-dimen- 
sional interaction constant, b = (exp( -L/a) - 
exp( - (L + a>/~)) for the special case of a, = a2. 
Note that the strength of the main spring is 
diminished by b, while the strength of the COU- 
pling spring is enhanced by b/K. We can quantify 
this effect by forming a new ratio of the effective 
spring constants, ~~~~~ = K(l + b /K) / (1 - b). 
Since b is always positive, K,,,,~ iS alWayS grt%iter 
than K. This modified coupling parameter is listed 
in Table 1, where we have modified the K for the 
rigid cube model. The value of the coupling pa- 
rameter is increased by a factor of 1.5 to 3 for the 
particular examples in Table 1. 
To summarize all of the above considerations, 
Figure 7 shows the dependence of F2/F,, K,/K,, 
and K upon (a/L) for the observed asperity dis- 
tributions. Values for the coupling parameters 
correlate with the asperity length to separation 
ratio, as expected. The modified coupling param- 
eter is distinctly larger than the other two cases, 
which produce similar values for K. One could 
argue that the modified coupling parameter is a 
more appropriate representation of the elasticity, 
but I will show calculations for both the low and 
high coupling options. No two asperities are iden- 
tical, thus there is some asymmetry for all asper- 
ity pairs. The rigid cube model produces more 
asymmetry in the F/F,, K,/K, ratios than the 
rigid block model for the same (a/L). The lower 
part of Figure 7 shows that most values of the 
system ratios range within a factor of two about 1. 
14 , I 
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Fig. 7. System ratios for observed adjacent asperity pairs, 
plotted as a function of a/L, ratio of average asperity length 
to separation. Upper diagram plots three different determina- 
tions of the coupling parameter. Lower diagram plots the 
other two system variables for the “Rigid Cube” model. These 
ratios would be 1 for symmetric identical asperities. 
Hence, while no two adjacent asperities are iden- 
tical, their sizes are comparable such that the 
larger asperity does not completely dominate the 
system behavior. The importance of non-identical 
asperities will be demonstrated later on with arti- 
ficial “earthquake” sequences. 
4.4. Failure criteria 
Unlike the spring constants, failure criteria for 
the frictional sliders can not be specified from 
our observed asperity distributions. Recall that 
large asperities in subduction zones can be 50 km 
74 
or larger in their along-strike length. Therefore, it 
takes more than 15 s for the rupture front to 
sweep across a single asperity. It is quite possible 
that one end of the asperity is just beginning to 
slip while the other end may have already stopped 
slipping. Of course, in the discrete element sys- 
tem, a single frictional slider moves as one rigid 
block. Therefore, we can see that any failure 
criteria applied to a frictional slider in our dis- 
crete element system must represent the overall 
average slip and/or stress-drop of the asperity 
region. Other seismologists have used discrete 
element systems to represent the time-dependent 
nature of earthquake rupture, but this application 
requires a large number of coupled frictional 
sliders of sufficiently small dimension to ade- 
quately represent the phenomena of seismic waves 
and rupture fronts (e.g., Mikumo and Miyatake, 
1978). For the present application, all these com- 
plicated unknown effects are replaced by an over- 
all macroscopic rupture criterion. Indeed, the 
macroscopic failure criteria may be quite differ- 
ent from a detailed microscopic description of a 
small portion of the interface. We can use some 
features of large earthquake occurrence to guide 
us in our choice of macroscopic failure criteria. 
We will first focus on failure criteria for a single 
event, i.e. slip of a single frictional slider. 
Single-asperity failure. A single-asperity failure 
refers to a slip event of the discrete element 
system where just one asperity, either #l or #2, 
slips. Failure criteria can be applied to either 
asperity slip, asperity stress-drop, or asperity final 
stress. For single-asperity failure, I use the sim- 
plest criteria: the asperity fails at a constant value 
of failure stress, and final stress is zero. Since 
asperity stress is directly related to the net force 
acting on the asperity, u = F/A where u is stress, 
F is force, and A is asperity area, we shall 
discuss failure in terms of the force. Specify the 
failure force on asperity #l as F,. Assume that 
the asperity offset (X, -X,) is positive such that 
asperity #l will fail first as the main springs are 
compressed by the asperities resting on the lower 
plate. The total force, main spring plus coupling 
spring, acting on asperity #l will eventually reach 
F, and an earthquake happens. Now, what is the 
position of the asperity after the earthquake? 
The simplest rule of zero final stress requires X, 
to slip until the net force on asperity #I is zero. 
Because of the coupling spring, the final value of 
X, will be somewhere between 0 and X,, posi- 
tion of asperity #2, since the coupling spring will 
act opposite to the main spring. This position is 
graphically represented by the zero;force line in 
Figure 5. Thus, for single-asperity failure, ~the 
final net force will be zero, the forc_e-drop will be 
F,, and the asperity slip will be 8X, = F,/(K, -I. 
k). The same discussion for asperity #2 also 
defines 6X, = t;;/(K, + k). With this simple fail- 
ure criterion, the stressdrop and slip will be the 
same for every single-asperity “earthquake” for a 
particular asperity. However, as we shall see in 
the artificial “earthquake” sequences, this does 
not imply that the recurrence time between sin- 
gle-asperity “earthquakes” is always the same. 
Double-asperity failure. If the asperity offset is 
smaller than a critical value. then the slip of 
asperity #l increases the net force on asperity #2 
such that F2 is exceeded (see Fig. 81, In that case. 
asperity #2 will fail and a “double event” earth- 
quake will result, where the rupture length in- 
cludes both fault segments. If we specify that the 
slip of asperity #l is 6X, (same as for single- 
asperity failure), then the final net force on as- 
perity #1 will no longer be zero since asperity #2 
also slips. Therefore, the simplest failure criteria 
of constant slip for the asperities regardless of 
whether the “earthquake” is a single or double 
event implies that: (1) the net force on both 
asperities will be non-zero after a double event, 
and (2) thus the net asperity force (stress&drop of 
both asperities will be lower for a double event as 
compared to a single event. The above choices 
for double-asperity failure are referred to as fail- 
ure mode I, displayed graphically in Figure 8. 
Other choices for the double event failure criteria 
can be made. For example, if one thinks that the 
triggered asperity should continue to slip until its 
net force is zero before it heals, then failure 
mode II would be: (i) the first-failed asperity slips. 
the same amount as for a single event, then it 
heals and does not slip further; (ii)-given the new 
position of the first-failed asperity, the other trig- 
gered asperity continues to slip until the net force 
is zero. In general, the slip of the triggered asper- 
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Fig. 8. Three modes for double event failure criteria. System 
behavior is shown on a (X,, X,) diagram; same parameters as 
for Fig. 5. A particular path is chosen for a small asperity 
offset that intersects the failure line for asperity #l for 
X, / Xrn,, of S/6. When asperity #l slips to the zero-force 
line (dashed), the path crosses the failure line for asperity #2, 
which will then slip. Three different possibilities for the final 
system state are described in the lower part, with their paths 
depicted in the (X,, X,) diagram. 
ity is greater for a double event than it would be 
for a single event (see Fig. 8), hence the average 
slip for a double event is greater than the average 
slip for single events in the two segments. If one 
thinks that the healing of rupture for the first- 
failed asperity is not completed before the other 
asperity slips, then failure mode II is modified to 
failure mode III, where both asperities slip more 
than they would in single events. Failure mode 
III then requires even further specification. Per- 
haps the simplest version of failure mode III is 
where the asperity positions are reset to zero. 
Several failure criteria could be defended as the 
best choice to represent the overall behavior of 
double event rupture. I will not argue that any 
one particular choice is best, I will simply show 
some of the properties and consequences of fail- 
ure modes I and II in Figure 8 and the following 
section. 
4.5. Modeling results: simulated “earthquake” se- 
quences 
Asperity distributions along several subduction 
zones show that the asperity length to separation 
ratios for adjacent asperities mostly fall in the 
range from l/2 to 2 (Table 1 and Fig. 71. This 
represents moderate coupling between the sub- 
duction zone segments. If asperity length were an 
order of magnitude smaller than asperity separa- 
tion, then adjacent asperities would be only 
weakly coupled. On the other hand, if asperity 
size were an order of magnitude larger than their 
separation, then adjacent asperities would be very 
strongly coupled, and therefore they would nearly 
always rupture together and act more like one 
larger asperity. The fact that the observed ratios 
of asperity size to separation is about 1, already 
implies that asperity interaction may produce in- 
teresting effects such as combinations of single 
and multiple events. 
The discrete element system can be completely 
described by three non-dimensional ratios, plus 
the failure criteria, plus an initial offset of the 
asperities. It is remarkable that this simple system 
of two coupled frictional sliders displays a broad 
range of simple and complex behavior. Previous 
work on two coupled frictional sliders include: 
elucidation of some properties of the symmetric 
system of identical sliders by Nussbaum and Ru- 
ina (19871; a demonstration of complex behavior 
due to complex failure criteria by Huang and 
Turcotte (19901; and a comprehensive “global” 
analysis of the system behavior for the simplest 
version of failure mode III by Lomnitz-Adler and 
Perez Pascual (1989). The main contributions of 
my study to the mechanics of two coupled fric- 
tional sliders are of a practical nature: (a) I am 
trying to explain some observed features of large 
earthquake occurrence, where the frictional slid- 
ers represent asperities; (b) ratios of spring con- 
stants and failure forces are based on observed 
asperity distributions; (cl emphasis of the fact 
that simple macroscopic failure criteria can pro- 
duce “earthquake” sequences that are irregular, 
especially when just a few earthquake cycles are 
considered. Rather than jumping immediately to 
complex system behavior, we will start with a 
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system specification that produces regular slip 
sequences. 
4.5.1. Identical adjacent asperities with failure 
mode I 
It is easy to see the complete system behavior 
for all initial conditions for the case of identical 
asperities and failure mode I. The repetitive sys- 
tem behavior is plotted on a diagram of X, 
versus X, (Fig. 9). Since the asperities are identi- 
cal, F, = F2 = F and K, = K, = K. The ratio of 
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Fig. 9. Identical asperities produce identical alternating sin- 
gle-asperity failures. Top plot, for K = 1, shows the system 
path in the (X,, Xz) diagram. Symmetry of the failure and 
zero-force lines causes a two-cycle loop. Lower plot shows X, 
and X, as a function of time, al,l variables are nondimension- 
alized. X, and X, increase until a slip event occurs, then 
either X, or X, slips by X,,,,, /2. The numbers just to the left 
of the slip events are the recurrence times. A sequence of 
alternating identical singte events is produced, similar to the 
“uniform” model of Figure 2a. 
Fig. IO. Identical asperities produce identical douhlc events 
for failure mode 1. Same plots as Figure 9. except that initiai 
asperity offset is in the double event range. Failure mode 1 
specifies constant slip for both asperities for double event 
failure, thus the system path returns to the initial path. Lower 
plot shows a few of the endless sequencr of identical double 
events. Double events are indicated by the continuous vertical 
line. The arrowhead points in the direction of rupture. i.e. 
toward the triggered asperity 
k/K can still vary. Both X, and X, are normal- 
ized to X,,, = F/K. The values of (Xi, X,1 that 
produce a net force of F on asperity #I describe 
the “failure surface” for asperity #l; a straight 
line as plotted in Figure 9 for K = 1. The failure 
surface for asperity #2 is also plotted. Given 
some initial starting position, the system follows a 
straight line in the (X,, X2> diagram with a slope- 
of one as plate tectonic motions proceed. K the 
initial asperity .offset (X, - X,) is positive, then 
asperity #l will fail first; if it is negative, then 
asperity #2 will be the first to fail. Figure 9 shows 
the path followed by single event~failures. 
if the absolute value of the asperity offset is 
less than a certain value (Fig. l@l, then the failure 
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of one asperity triggers the failure of the other. 
Since failure mode I specifies that asperity slip 
will always be F/(K + k), the system position 
after a double event failure is on the same trajec- 
tory. In other words, asperity offset has the same 
value after a double event as it did before. There- 
fore, a sequence of identical double events will be 
the result. 
Because the two asperities are identical, the 
failure lines are symmetric about the central diag- 
onal. This symmetry causes the regular behavior 
of slip sequences, The only remaining question is 
if the initial offset is in the range to yield either 
alternating single events, or double events. The 
lower part of Figure 10 shows that a regular 
sequence of identical double event “earthquakes” 
is produced for identical asperities with failure 
mode I. 
4.5.2. Identical adjacent asperities with failure 
mode ZZ 
Failure mode II allows the second-failed as- 
perity of a double event to slip until the zero-force 
line is achieved. Of course, if the initial asperity 
offset is within the single event regime, then an 
alternating sequence of identical single events 
will result, just as above. If the initial asperity 
offset is in the double event regime, then the first 
“earthquake” will indeed be a double event (Fig. 
11). However, notice that the (Xi, X,) value after 
the double event has a larger asperity offset than 
the initial offset. This shift in asperity offset is a 
direct result of failure mode II, and it places the 
system in the single event regime. There is only 
one special value of initial asperity offset that will 
produce a continuing sequence of double events; 
the trajectory of this offset hits the intersection of 
the failure and zero-force lines. Therefore, a sys- 
tem with identical asperities and failure mode II 
will, in general, produce only sequences of alter- 
nating identical single events. 
As a general conclusion, it is quite apparent 
that two identical asperities with simple macro- 
scopic failure rules will produce sequences of 
identical slip events. Recall that observed earth- 
quake sequences do not behave in this manner. 
Adjacent identical asperities represent a special 
case of the discrete element system; any variation 
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Fig. 11. Identical asperities and failure mode II. Same plots as 
Figures 9 and 10. Initial asperity offset is in the double event 
range, but failure mode II causes an increase in asperity offset 
such that the new path is in the alternating single event range. 
The sequence of slip events is shown below in the plot of X, 
and X, versus T. 
in the ratios of F,/F2 and K,/K, will break the 
symmetry. Of course, identical adjacent asperities 
would be an improbable occurrence in nature. 
Indeed, a glance at Table 1 shows that even the 
most basic parameter of asperities, their along- 
strike length, varies from one asperity to the next. 
This variation in the along-strike length of asperi- 
ties is the primary cause of non-identical asperi- 
ties in our model. We must now consider the 
more complicated, but more realistic, case of 
non-identical asperities. 
4.5.3. Non-identical asperities with failure 
mode Z 
If the two asperities are not identical, then the 
F2/F, and KJK, ratios differ from 1. The sym- 
metry of the failure and zero-force lines in the 
(Xi, X,) diagram is broken. One consequence of 
7x 
the asymmetry is that the asperity offset changes 
after single or double event cycles. Thus, the 
system path in the (X,, XZ> diagram will range 
over a more complicated pattern that includes 
both single and double events. The pattern of 
single and double events might eventually repeat 
itself (see Lomnitz-Adler and Perez Pascual. 
19891, but the number of earthquake cycles in the 
repeating pattern can be quite large. In detail. 
the number of cycles in the repetitive pattern 
depends on the combination of F/F,, K,/K, 
and K ratios. Certain combinations of these ratios 
can produce a small number of cycles in a pat- 
tern. However, recall that for our particular ap- 
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Fig. 12. Non-ident~l asperities with failure mode I, simuia- 
tion for the asperity pair of the great 1974 Peru earthquake. 
System variables are: F, /F, = 1.56, K, /K, = 1.25, K = 0.69; 
these values are for the (P74a P74b) asperity pair for the rigid 
cube model with high coupling (see Table 1). Plots follow the 
same scheme as Figures 9 through 1 I. Non-identical asperities 
produce a~rnet~ in the LX,, A’,) diagram at tap, and the 
system path wanders over a broad range of asperity offsets. 
Lower plot shows that recurrence times vary, as does rupture 
mode with a mixture of single and double events. 
1 J. RlJkl' 
three large earthquake cycles in a subduction 
zone segment. Therefore, the discrete element 
system can su~e~f~IIy produce v~r~b~e recur- 
rence times and rupture mode. 
Since there is an infinity of choices for non- 
identical system ratios, we might as well choose 
system ratios from the asperity pairs listed in 
Table 1. The basic system behavior is illustrated 
for the (P74a P74b) asperity pair for the rigid 
cube model with high coupling. Several earth- 
quake cycles for an arbitrary starting position are 
shown in Figure 12. Note that there is a mixture 
of single and double events, and the recurrence 
times vary between 0.36 and 0.74 in normalized 
time units (disregarding the initial time delay). If 
we adjust the average recurrence time, 0.55. to be 
100 years (a typical value for subduction zones), 
then the recurrence times scatter from 65 to 134 
years. Of course, different earthquake sequences 
might result from different starting values of as- 
perity offset, but certain patterns occur that are 
characteristic for the system ratios. Clearly, non- 
identical asperities with failure mode f can pro- 
duce “earthquake” sequences that match ob- 
served features #1 and #2: variable recurrence 
times and rupture mode. 
4.5.4. Non-identical aspetities with failure mode 
If 
Failure mode II is designed to match observed 
feature #3, i.e. variable slip. Figure 13 shows 
several earthquake cycles for the same system 
ratios as Figure 12. Once again, the earthquake 
sequence consists of both single and double 
events, with variable recurrence times. In addi- 
tion, we are guaranteed that the “seismic mo- 
ment” of a double event is greater than the sum 
of “seismic moments” of single events in both 
segments. Ail three observed features of Figure 1 
arc satisfied by the artificial ‘.carthquake’* se- 
quence of Figure 13. Note that asperity #2 al- 
ways breaks in a double event; this characteristic 
seems to be true for all possible earthquake se- 
quences for the particular values of the system 
ratios. Other choices uf system ratios can produce 
a more irregular pattern of ‘~ea~~uake’~ occur- 
rence. Also note that -the scatter in recurrence 
times for the larger asperity (#2) is fess than the 
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Fig. 13. Non-identical asperities with failure mode II, simula- 
tion for the asperity pair of the great 1974 Peru earthquake. 
Same as Figure 12, but rupture mode II is used for the double 
events. The slip event sequence in the lower plot satisfies all 
three observed features of large earthquake occurrence: (1) 
recurrence time varies, (2) rupture mode varies, and (3) aver- 
age slip for double events is larger than for single events, 
scatter in times for the smaller asperity (#l). This 
seems to be a somewhat general characteristic of 
simulated “earthquake” sequences. 
4.5.5. Simulated “earthquake” sequences and 
the time /slip-predictable model 
Before we move on to statistical summaries of 
the “earthquake” sequences, it is interesting to 
view the diagrams of X, and X, versus time in 
Figures 12, 13, and 14 in the context of the 
time/slip-predictable model. If a straight line 
could be drawn through the “peaks” of the asper- 
ity position just before slip occurs (see dotted 
lines in Fig. 141, then the time-predictable model 
could be successfully applied to the “earthquake” 
sequences in the individual “fault segments”. On 
the other hand, if a straight line were able to fit 
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Fig. 14. Non-identical asperities with failure mode I, simula- 
tion for the Kuriles (K63a K63b) asperity pair. System ratios 
are for the rigid cube model with high coupling (F, /F, = 0.69, 
K, /K, = 0.83, K = 0.54). Similar to sequences in Figures 12 
and 13, a combination of single and double events with 
variable recurrence times is produced. Dotted lines are added 
to this plot to show that the above slip event sequence is more 
irregular than expected by the time-predictable or slip-pre- 
dictable models. 
slip events, then the slip-predictable model would 
successfully explain the “earthquake” sequences 
(see dotted lines in Fig. 14). A quick glance at 
Figures 12 through 14 shows that neither end- 
member model is applicable to these “earth- 
quake” sequences, which are generated by the 
simplest interaction of two adjacent fault seg- 
ments with the simplest failure criteria. Given the 
fact that the end-member cases of the time/slip- 
predictable model do not explain the scatter in 
recurrence times for these simplistic artificial 
“earthquake” sequences, it would be quite sur- 
prising if either end-member model were able to 
explain recurrence time scatter for real earth- 
quake sequences. 
4.6. Discussion 
We now know that the discrete element sys- 
tem, with system ratios for observed asperity pair 
(P74a P74bl and failure mode II, can produce 
irregular “earthquake” sequences with variable 
recurrence time, rupture mode, and slip. There is 
not enough space here for hundreds of figures 
that would show all of the “earthquake” se- 
quences for various starting positions for all ten 
asperity pairs for the different system ratios listed 
in Table 1. We need to find a greatly condensed 
representation of all the “earthquake” sequences. 
HI) 
Recall that our primary interest is in producing 
variable recurrence times and a mixture of single 
and double events. As for observed feature #3. 
“earthquake” sequences generated with failure 
mode II automatically satisfy this feature. while 
those with failure mode I do not. Thus. let us 
focus our attention on variable recurrence times 
and rupture mode. For each “earthquake” SC‘- 
quence, we can calculate average recurrence time 
and its standard deviation. The absolute value of’ 
standard deviation is not so important; we arc 
more interested in the ratio of standard deviation 
to average recurrence time (see Nishenko and 
Buland, 1987, for discussion of this normalization 
relevant to observed recurrence times). With this 
ratio, the standard deviation can be scaled to ;t 
particular choice of average recurrence time. such 
as 100 years. Double event percentage is defined 
by dividing the number of double events ( x 100) 
by the total number of double and single events 
in any given “earthquake” sequence. Thus. 
“earthquake” sequences such as those in Figures 
12, 13, and 14 can be replaced by two numbers: 
(1) normalized standard deviation of recurrence 
times, and (2) double event percentage. Closer 
scrutiny of Figures 12 through 14 reveals that 
average recurrence time and its scatter are diffcr- 
ent for the two asperities. Thus, the normalized 
recurrence time scatter is calculated separately 
for the two asperities, though a single value 01 
double event percentage is retained. To mimic 
observations of real earthquake sequences, meas- 
urements of recurrence time scatter and double 
event percentage are based only on the last few 
slip events in an artificial sequence-a minimum 
of four events for each asperity. To produce 
better statistical estimates and to minimize the 
influence of starting values of ( X,, X, 1, the last 
few earthquakes of several different sequences 
are averaged together for each asperity. 
Figure 15 shows three plots for three asperity 
pairs, one each from the Kuriles, Colombia, and 
Peru subduction zones. The hachured regions 
show the range of statistical values produced for 
a given set of system ratios. The statistical values 
for the rigid block model overlap those for the 
low-coupling rigid cube model, probably because 
their coupling parameters are similar, and hence 
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FIB_ 15. Summary htatistlcs ot ,Irtltlcl;ll .‘edrthquake” S)CCUI 
rencr for asperity pairs in the Kurile<. Colombia. and Peru 
subduction zones. Asperity pair5 are identified for each plot 
of double event percentage versus recurrence time scatter. If 
the average recurrence time ~b INI yean tar all cases. rhen rhc 
numbers listed tor recurrence time sc,rttcr would br the 
htandard deviation in years. AH earthquake sequences are for 
the rigid cube model (see Table 1) for both low and high 
values of coupling. K. Th c four corners of the hachurcd 
regions show the range in recurrence time scatter and double 
event percentage for both asperities and lailure modes. As an 
overall statistical conclusion, higher values of K cause a higher 
percentage of double events and it grcatrr scatter in recur. 
rence times (see text) 
the rigid block results arc not plotted. It is possi- 
ble to make some general sta:ements based on 
the results for these three arbitrary, yet typical, 
asperity pairs. First of all, it is no surprise that 
increasing the coupling parameter systematically 
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increases the percentage of double events. For 
coupling parameters of around l/5, the double 
event percentage ranges from about 10 to 30%. 
In detail, one curious observation is that the 
asymmetry of the asperity pairs increases from 
(K63b K63a) to (P74a P74b) to ((279 C581, while 
the ranking of double event percentage would be 
the inverse of this order for comparable coupling 
parameters (see Fig. 15). I do not know if this 
observation is a general rule. The two high values 
of coupling for the Kuriles and Peru asperity 
pairs produce double event percentages of 40% 
and higher. Indeed, for the Kuriles asperity pair 
with K = 0.54 and failure mode II, the “earth- 
quake” sequences would always evolve to 100% 
double events with identical recurrence times, 
hence recurrence time scatter is zero. Certain 
combinations of non-identical system ratios with 
faiIure mode II can produce this behavior. 
Another general characteristic is that failure 
mode II tends to produce a higher double event 
percentage than failure mode I. However, for low 
values of coupling, the double event percentage 
seems to be about the same for both failure 
modes. This might be due to the fact that the 
difference in slip between failure modes I and II 
decreases for decreasing K. Normalized scatter in 
recurrence times tends to increase for a large K. 
On the other hand, the special situation for the 
Kuriles asperity pair with high coupling and fail- 
ure mode II produces a normalized scatter of 
zero. 
Given the range in the coupling parameters 
and asymmetry of the asperity pairs in Table 1 
and the options of failure modes I and II, simu- 
lated “earthquake” sequences can produce dou- 
ble event percentages between 0% and lOO%, 
and recurrence time scatter up to 30% of average 
recurrence time. The simple discrete element sys- 
tem can produce a great range of irregular 
“earthquake” behavior. One curious observation 
is that the discrete element system apparently 
does not produce “earthquake” sequences with a 
low percentage of double events and a large 
percentage scatter in recurrence times. 
It is tempting to plot “observed” values of 
double event percentage and recurrence time 
scatter in the plots of Figure 15. However, there 
are several reasons not to do so, for example: (1) 
the limited number of large earthquake cycles in 
subduction zones does not allow us to make reli- 
able estimates of statistical parameters; (2) plot- 
ting “data points” in Figure 15 might give the 
impression that it is possible to specify system 
ratios that mimic particular earthquake se- 
quences in particular subduction zones. With re- 
spect to the latter reason, it is important to 
remember the simplifications employed to go from 
subduction zone asperities to a pair of coupled 
frictiona sliders. Even with this simple system, it 
appears that different combinations of system 
ratios can produce comparably irregular “earth- 
quake” sequences. The extent of this non-unique- 
ness is difficult to explore, but it is certainly 
possible to produce a particular short sequence of 
“earthquakes” with different model descriptions. 
Despite the above objections, perhaps we can 
briefly mention the overall character of multiple 
event percentage and recurrence time scatter for 
the Kuriles, Colombia, and Peru subduction 
zones. Recurrence time scatter ranges from less 
than 10% to more than 40% of average recur- 
rence times, and multiple event percentage ranges 
from 25% to about 50% for these subduction 
zones. While these numbers are reasonably com- 
patible with the model statistical results pre- 
sented in Figure 15, I do not wish to make any 
quantitative conclusions based on this compari- 
son. However, I am willing to conclude that the 
asperity model for large earthquake occurrence 
passes the scientific test of self-consistency. The 
simplest model of asperity interaction with system 
variables based on observed asperity distributions 
can produce artificial “earthquake” sequences 
that display three of the observed features of 
large earthquake occurrence: variable recurrence 
time, rupture mode, and coseismic slip. 
5. Conclusions 
Observations of large underthrusting earth- 
quakes in subduction zones indicate that the seis- 
mogenic plate interface is heterogeneous in its 
mechanical properties. Three important funda- 
mental observations of large earthquake occur- 
rence are: (1) recurrence time in any one segment 
x2 
will vary between successive earthquake cycles; 
(2) rupture length of great earthquakes will vary 
between successive earthquake cycles; and (3) the 
coseismic slip in any one segment can be larger if 
the rupture length is greater. The asperity model 
provides for a simple first-order classification of 
the along-strike failure strength of the plate in- 
terface, and the role that the strong regions 
(asperities) play during the earthquake cycle. 
Rupture process studies have determined the 
first-order asperity distribution along several sub- 
duction zones. These results indicate that the 
geometric ratio of along-strike asperity length to 
separation distance for ten asperity pairs varies 
between l/2 and 2. The fact that this ratio is 
close to 1 for these subduction zones implies that 
interaction of adjacent asperities might control 
some aspects of large earthquake occurrence. To 
test this idea, I use the simplest model of asperity 
interaction. 
The simplest representation of two adjacent 
interacting asperities is a discrete element model 
of two frictional sliders coupled to the upper 
plate and to each other by elastic springs, with a 
frictional contact on the subducting lower plate. 
All coupling between the plates takes place 
through the area of the asperities, i.e. the fric- 
tional sliders. The spring constants are specified 
by the observed asperity distributions. The 
macroscopic failure criteria for single and double 
events are not well-constrained, but simple rea- 
sonable choices can be specified. Sequences of 
“earthquakes”, i.e. frictional slider slip events. 
can then be produced. It is shown that this two- 
asperity discrete element model with non-identi- 
cal asperities and simple failure criteria can easily 
produce artificial “earthquake” sequences with: 
(1) variable recurrence times in each asperity 
segment, (2) variable rupture length, i.e. a mix- 
ture of single events and double events, and (3) 
variable seismic slip between “earthquake” cy- 
cles. Thus, the asperity model for large under- 
thrusting earthquakes passes the scientific test 
posed by the above basic observations of large 
earthquake occurrence. In contrast, the time-prc- 
dictable and slip-predictable models fail to ex- 
plain the variable recurrence times of the artifi- 
cial “earthquake” sequences generated by the 
simple model of asperity interaction. On the other 
hand, many other models of strength heterogene- 
ity and interaction could probably be constructed 
to explain the above basic observations. An opti- 
mistic conclusion, that is independent of any par- 
ticular model, is that complicated patterns of 
earthquake recurrence may have a simple undcr- 
lying deterministic explanation. 
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